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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

his report is an account of the 4th Citizen’s Convention on Mining (CCM) 2020. The
Convention was organised by Global Rights Alert (GRA), Advocates Coalition on
Development an Environment (ACODE), Transparency International Uganda (TIU),
Action Aid Uganda, Uganda Association of Artisanal and Small Scale Miners (UGAASM) in
collaboration with the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD). The Convention
attracted 136 delegates from Government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs),
Members of Parliament, representatives from local governments, Civil Society Organisations,
Police Minerals Protection Unit, cultural institutions, religious leaders, development partners,
the media, academia and Artisanal and Small Scale Miners (ASMs).
The convention provided an accountability of the progress by CSOs, MEMD, Mineral Police
Protection Unit, the mining community, in line with the 2019 CCM commitments and plans.
Overall, the conversations at the Citizens Convention on Mining focused on citizens’ visions
of what a sustainable mineral sector entails, how the National Development Plan III has
prioritized mineral development, the current challenges around the sector including social
and environmental performance and what can be done by all stakeholders to ensure
transparent, equitable and optimal exploitation of mineral resources for sustainable growth
as envisioned by the Africa Mining Vision.
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1.0

T

INTRODUCTION

he fourth annual Citizens’ Convention
on Mining was held on September
24, 2020 in Kampala. Running under
the theme “Sustainable Development of
Mineral Wealth in East Africa”, the event was
organised by Global Rights Alert (GRA) in
partnership with the Ministry Of Energy and
Mineral Development (MEMD), Advocates
Coalition for Development and Environment
ACODE, Transparency International Uganda
(TIU), Action Aid International Uganda (AAU)
and the Uganda Association of Artisanal
and Small Scale Miners (UGAASM). The
Convention’s overall objective was to enable
forward looking engagements and discussions

2.0

T

on harnessing the potential for East Africa’s
mineral wealth. The convention also aimed
at bringing gender mainstreaming needs to
the forefront of the mining sub-sector so that
there is balanced access to opportunities and
benefits by women, men and the youth.
In light of COVID-19 containment measures
and set standard operating procedures by
government, the Convention was held with
only 80 physical participants. 96 others
attended over Zoom web conferencing
while others followed proceedings as the
convention was televised live on Nation Media
Television (NTV).

WELCOME REMARKS

his report is an account of the 4th
Citizen’s Convention on Mining (CCM)
2020. The Convention was organised
by Global Rights Alert (GRA) in partnership
with Advocates Coalition on Development
an Environment (ACODE), Transparency
International Uganda (TIU), Action Aid Uganda,
UgandaAssociation ofArtisanal and Small Scale
Miners (UGAASM) the Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Development (MEMD). The Convention
attracted 136 delegates from Government
Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs),
Members of Parliament, representatives from
local governments, Civil Society Organisations,
Police Minerals Protection Unit, cultural &amp;
religious institutions, development partners,
the media, academia and Artisanal and Small
Scale Miners (ASMs).
Overall, the conversations at the Citizens
Convention on Mining focused on citizens’
visions of what a sustainable mineral sector
entails, how the National Development Plan
III has prioritized mineral development, the
current challenges around the sector including
social and environmental performance and
what can be done by all stakeholders to ensure
transparent, equitable and optimal exploitation
of mineral resources for sustainable growth as
envisioned bythe Africa Mining Vision.

1

Ms. Winfred Ngabiirwe, the Executive Director GRA
giving welcome remarks
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2.1

T
2.1.1

ACCOUNTABILITY HOUR
he Accountability hour comprised a panel of organizers of the 2019 Convention as well
as the key offices that were given responsibilities. The panel took stock of progress in
line with agreed actions and recommendations from the last Convention.

MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND MINERAL
DEVELOPMENT

E

ngineer Vincent Kedi, a principal engineer
from the MEMD began by pointing out
that the government was making good
progress in regard to improving the mining sector
in Uganda and highlighted key developments
undertaken by the MEMD since 2019. He noted
that in the last Convention there were heated
discussions on some key provisions in the 2019
Mining and Minerals Bill specifically on how it
impacts small scale and artisanal mining, which
have been addressed. He informed participants
that after nationwide consultations, the bill is
now ready for submission to cabinet whenever
the Ministry is scheduled to do so.
He further noted that the government had
granted about 40 location licenses to artisanal
miners in Mubende as well as one square mile
of land where they previously mined as they
had requested and would soon do the same in
Buhweju district.
He pointed out that the government had taken
steps to implement the online mineral licensing
system to create efficiency and transparency in
the sector including reducing bureaucracy and
perceived corruption tendencies. Government
is also working to roll out a mineral certification
mechanism for miners dealing in the 3Ts: Tin,
Tungsten and Tantalite.
In other developments, he pointed out the
increase in gold refining activities since there are
now six gold refineries in Kampala; an increase in
cement producers (who are now five); the steady
progress in the development of the gold projects
in Busia as well as Ibanda, among others.

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa

Mr. Francis Xavier Ejoyi, Country Director AAIU
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2.1.2 POLICE MINERAL PROTECTION UNIT (PMPU)

S

peaking on behalf of PMPU, ASP Baba
Jacob Angudia said that the reason
for the formation of the Minerals
Protection Unit was to have an enforcement
arm in MEMD to ensure that the laws in
the mining sector were properly adhered
to. PMPU works to sensitise miners about
legal requirements/obligations in the mining
sector including encouraging them to acquire
licenses and form associations because they
are essential to their operations in the sector.
He pointed out the progress in the relations
between the Unit and the miners. Due
to continued open and transparent
engagements, the initial confrontations have
been replaced with more understanding
resulting from sustained awareness and
sensitisation drives they have conducted
jointly with DGSM. Even the few deployments
in some key mining areas have aimed to
diffuse any escalation of conflict.

ASP Baba Jacob Angudia from the Police Minerals
Protection Unit

2.1.3 UGANDA ASSOCIATION OF ARTISANAL AND
SMALL-SCALE MINERS (UGAASM)

M

r. Bukya the Chairperson of the
Uganda Association of Artisanal
and Small Scale Miners reflected
on some of the key activities agreed upon
from the last Convention including mobilising
ASMs into groups and advocating for them
to get licences so that they can carry out
their activities legally. These, he noted, were
somewhat slowed down because of COVID-19.
However, UGAASM had worked with MEMD
to gather the views of the ASMs around the
2019 Mining and Minerals bill. He further
noted that UGAASM had been instrumental
in supporting the evicted artisans in Mubende
to acquire over 32 location licences and one
square mile of their former area where they
had been mining that is viable with minerals.
He informed participants that UGAASM had
registered over 4000 miners that are directly
involved in mining and is negotiating with
MEMD to ensure that miners that were evicted
in Buhweju are reinstated in their former area
as well.

3

Mr. Bosco Bukya, the UGAASM Chairperson giving
accountability remarks
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2.1.4 CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS

M

s. Nakajubi represented civil
society on the panel and said
that from CCM 2019, civil society
had pledged to further consult mining
communities on the Mining and Minerals bill
and engage local government on the issue
of royalties. She noted that consultations
on the mining and mineral bill 2019 had
been conducted in the eastern region and
the report was submitted to MEMD in spite
of hardships in organising communities
brought by COVID-19

Ms. Carolyne Nakajubi from AAIU giving accountability
remarks on behalf of Civil Society.
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She also noted that Uganda had become
a member of EITI and that CSOs under
their umbrella coalitions PWYP and CSCO
were working with CBOs to sensitise mining
communities on EITI, its benefits and to
make contributions to the national work
plan for EITI. She said that there are still
cases of human rights violations especially
in mining areas of Mubende and that people
whose property was destroyed during the
evictions and those that were wounded
need to be compensated. She emphasized
that there is still need to sensitise miners
on the role of the Mineral Police Protection
Unit since most of them think that it is in
charge of licenses.
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3.0

SETTING THE PACE

Xavier Ejoy Country Director
Action Aid International Uganda

M

r. Ejoy appreciated the government’s efforts
to be transparent and accountable in the
sector. He informed participants that the
Convention is a platform for citizens involved in mining
to have their voices amplified and their challenges
projected. He added that mineral development has
been growing over the years with huge potential for
national development however full participation of
citizens especially women and youth in the sector
has not been realised due to a number of challenges
including exposure to health hazards, violations of
human rights and exploitation. He emphasized that
these issues should be fronted in the discussions
because minerals belong to citizens of Uganda.

Mr. Francis Xavier Ejoyi, Country Director AAIU

5

He further noted that cabinet approval of the
covenant and conditions for mortgaging government
land by investors would aggravate the inequalities in
access rights to mining in the country. He finalized by
emphasizing that sustainable development of mineral
wealth anywhere in Africa is dependent not on the size
of the mineral wealth deposits or world market prices
but on the deliberate decision by all stakeholders to
ensure that citizens are placed at the centre of mineral
development and their rights protected.

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa
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4.0

WELCOME REMARKS

Nicole Bjerler

Head of Facility Democratic Governance Facility (DGF)

M

s. Bjerler appreciated the organizers
of the Convention and noted that
the DGF supports it with the aim
of strengthening citizen’s engagement
in natural resources governance and to
contribute to the creation of a level playing
field for the various mining industry actors and
accountability to citizens. She commended
the recently launched NDP III and the Africa
Mining Vision as being excellent frameworks
and comprehensive strategies that prioritise
the mining sector.
She emphasized that given artisanal and
small-scale mining makes up to 90% of the
country’s mineral production comprising
high numbers of youth and women, the
DGF advocates for a participatory ASM
development strategy that focuses on
formalization of the artisanal mining sector
and its integration into local and regional
economic development.
She commended civil society organizations
including those supported by DGF for the
good work in strengthening oversight,
accountability and allocation of extractives
revenues to achieve equitable outcomes for
current and future generations.

Ms. Nicole Bjerler delivering welcome remarks

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa

She concluded that the Convention is an
important platform for CSOs to interface
with the government and investors with a
view of addressing community concerns and
learning from each
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5.0

OPENING REMARKS

Hon. Sarah Opendi Achieng
Minister of State for Mineral Development

H

on. Sarah Opendi began her remarks by
appreciating the organisers who in spite of
COVID-19 had managed to hold the Convention
because of its importance as a space to raise and
articulate grassroots concerns within the mining sector.
She said that East African countries are richly endowed
with a variety of minerals and that the theme of the
Convention greatly reflects the need to exploit this
mineral wealth in line with the East African Community
aspirations.

She emphasized that government priority is to harness
mineral wealth for employment creation, value addition
and local content development for all Ugandans. In this
regard, the artisanal mining sector is a crucial employer
in rural areas although they operate predominantly on
an informal basis and their economic contribution is
Hon. Sarah Opendi addressing delegates
while opening the Citizens’ Convention on
not properly accounted for in national statistics. To that
Mining 2020
end, she noted that the government is committed to
developing the mining industry to foster social economic
transformations and poverty eradication by focusing more on formalising artisanal and
small-scale mining– a goal that is clearly stated in the mining and mineral policy 2019.
She mentioned that the government is also committed to reforming and strengthening the
legal, regulatory and institutional frameworks in order to address the challenges existing
in the mining sector and improve its contribution to the national economy from the current
1.4%. One of such frameworks, the mining and minerals bill 2019, will soon be tabled before
the cabinet after it has been issued a certificate of financial implication from the Ministry of
Finance. She however added that all stakeholders need to work together towards its success
as well as any initiatives aimed at improving the mining sector.
In her view, the bill has taken great care to address most of the challenges in the sector
including unregulated artisanal and small-scale mining activities stringent penalties for illegal
mining in the country. She thanked CSOs for their contribution in trying to shape the drafting
of the bill and informed participants that the MEMD had updated the mineral licensing
system by transitioning to an online platform to ensure transparency, reduce bureaucracy
and perceived corruption.
She pledged to ensure inclusion of all gender in the mining sector and congratulated the
Mubende Women Miners Association (MUWOGOMA) upon getting a location license and
encouraged them not to sit back and do the odd jobs as has been the norm. She also added
that MEMD is targeting to formalise up to 300,000 artisanal and small-scale miners in
Uganda who shall be integrated into the formal economy. She concluded by thanking the
different actors including DGF and the convention organisers for their contributions towards
development of the sector.

7
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Questions/Queries and Responses arising from official
remarks from MEMD
1.

What is the government doing to curb the use of mercury in gold mining?

The use of mercury is totally unacceptable and the government is keen on discouraging it.
The proposed law has stringent regulations against mercury that include revoking licences.
2. When is the government considering lifting the ban on export of raw minerals?
Government is doing the best it can to resolve the ban on the 3Ts. Miners are encouraged to
be a little more patient and the matter will soon be resolved.
3. Have the consultations on the Mining and Minerals bill been closed because some artisanal
and small-scale miners still have pending issues?
Consultations have not closed. Once the bill is presented to Parliament there will be plenty
more opportunities to scrutinise it. Any pending issues can and should be submitted at this
stage.
4. When will the Government reopen mining in Buhweju? People are having economic struggles
since their major source of livelihood was taken away?
The matter of Buhweju is being handled within the same framework as was done with
Mubende. MEMD takes it as a high priority issue and is fast tracking it.
5. What is the government’s plan to provide capital support to ASM to meet best mining
practises?
This is a great proposal. MEMD technical team will look into it and generate feasible options
6. How can the government improve communication and transparency over the sharing of
royalties with all who are entitled to them?
Government intends to adapt the Tanzanian model that mitigates exploitation by establishing
formal collection centres where assessments are open and clear.

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa
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6.0
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Mr. Frank Mugyenyi

Chairperson Minerals Africa Development Institution (MADI)

M

r Mugyenyi started his address with the
definition of sustainable development
as an idea that societies must live and
meet their needs without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. This means taking into account both the
present imperatives and those of the future
such as the preservation of the environment
and natural resources or social and economic
equity.

He noted that Africa is blessed with a wealth of
natural resources being home to around 30%
of the world’s known mineral reserves as well
as significant oil and gas reserves. Yet despite
being so richly endowed, Africa has drawn little
benefit from this mineral wealth and remains
one of the poorest continents on the globe. This
Mr. Frank Mugyenyi delivering the Keynote address
unfortunate reality is not because of any lack
of efforts, initiatives, visions and strategies at
sub-regional, continental and global levels all aimed at sustainable development of Africa. The
Policies include the Lagos Plan of Action with IDDA 1; Abuja Treaty with (IDDA 2); Constitutive
Act establishing the AU, MDGs, Agenda 2063, SDGs (2015 – 2030) and the Africa Mining
Vision (AMV). Rather, the fundamental flaw has laid in the absence of coherence in these
setups, backed up by prudent legal regimes and regulatory frameworks at national level and
harmonized at sub-regional and continental level.
He added that in the wake of Covid19 pandemic, Africa must rethink its optimisation of her
abundant resources both human and natural through skills revolution in science and technology,
research, development and innovation. One way to do this is enhancing integration at subregional and continental level. Member states in continental economic blocs such as the East
African Community have to co-operate in putting together regional value chains, industrial
parks, processing hubs and economic zones for adding value to existing resources.
Additionally, there must be renewed efforts at continental level to end armed conflict in order
to maximise benefits from these resources and manage and formalise ASMs as premier African
business people that create more jobs. Artisanal and Small Scale Mining needs to be integrated
into regional and global value chains. This requires a collective effort of everyone operating in
the development agenda: the private sector, governmental and non-governmental actors, civil
societies, academia, and other supporting institutions.
He concluded by recommending that a platform for learning and information sharing among
actors in the mineral sub-sector in East Africa should be created and guided by the key
principles of the Africa Mining Vision (AMV). He noted that The East African Community Mining
Act which was developed guided by the AMV should provide the framework for establishing
this platform and that the mineral sector should harness the potential of artisanal and smallscale mining to advance integrated rural social and economic development.

9
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7.0

KEYNOTE RESPONSE

Dr. Fred Muhumuza

Senior Economist, Makerere university

D

r. Muhumuza began by highlighting
the
mismatch
between
the
potential of the mining sector, its
1% contribution to Uganda’s GDP of about
US$30bn yet gold exports alone fetch in
over US$1 billion. This, he noted, is a clear
indication that citizens are unaware of what
is actually happening in the sector because
how can a country be richly endowed with
minerals but poor.
He stated that there are global interests in
Uganda’s minerals and that the discussions
must be cognisant of these varied interests
from multinational companies, global
powers and governance challenges at both
national and local level. A misunderstanding
or little attention to these interests and
challenges coupled with the highly politicised
nature of the mineral sector fuels all kinds of
dubious transactions, including smuggling,
which is a big concern as Ugandan borders
are used as conduit for smuggled gold.
The dynamics at international level are,
for instance, reflected in the difficulties
Uganda faces in developing its iron ore
into steel when there are many countries
willing to sell cheap steel to Uganda, which
currently imports US$400 million worth of
steel annually. This will derail developments
of the iron ore. He also noted that poor
infrastructure development has also
derailed mineral wealth exploitation.
He concluded that the conversation on
mineral wealth development in the country
is beyond MEMD and that Uganda must
manage global interests if it is to benefit
from its mineral wealth. It must also
conceptualize sustainable development
that focuses on setting up social services
that stay on long after the minerals are
exhausted.

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa

Dr. Fred Muhumuza
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8.0

THE ART OF OUR MINERAL GOVERNANCE – A
PRESENTATION BY FUN FACTORY UGANDA

Members of Fun Factory perform a short skit on Mineral wealth Governance

F

un Factory, an art performing group in Uganda presented a dramatic representation of
how owners of mines mismanage and cheat the workers because of lack of education/
knowledge of their rights in the mineral sector, highlighting in a humorous way why
it is all the more important to enhance education, awareness and sensitisation within the
mining sector. While introducing the group, Ms. Ngabiirwe emphasized the importance of art
in facilitating human expression and its ability to communicate clearer, while appealing to
the human connection that is usually lost in power point presentations, pamphlets and other
modes of delivery.
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9.0

MINERAL WEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT
FINANCING

9.1

Understanding the contribution and cost of East
Africa’s mineral wealth towards development

D

r. Claude Kabemba, The Executive Director of Southern Africa Resource Watch, made
a presentation via Zoom conferencing on ‘Understanding the contribution and cost of
East Africa’s Mineral wealth towards regional development.’ He noted that East Africa
was increasingly becoming a major player in mining and natural wealth and if well utilised can
ably fund development as has happened elsewhere in the world. For this to happen, though,
key constraints hindering mining/natural wealth to fund finance development ought to be
clearly recognised and tackled. For instance, the current resource trade model is insufficient
and needs to be reformed. Africa cannot continue exporting raw materials and consuming
finished products. Such model exposes the continent to trade vulnerabilities that hinder its
progress. In short, China, the EU and others do not need African minerals any more than the
continent itself. Another key bottleneck is the existing state capacities that are incapable of
fully exploiting mineral wealth to the maximum benefit of their people. The remedy out of this
is countries should not adopt policies that do not link into regional policies.

Dr. Claude Kabemba delivering his presentation via E-Conferencing

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa
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9.2

Tracing Uganda’s Mineral Wealth Prospects

A

gnes Alaba, Commissioner of Mines
at the Directorate of Geological
Survey and Mines, noted that
the most assured pathway to actualise
the full potential of the minerals sector
towards transforming society requires
the right infrastructure to add value. Such
infrastructure should make business sense or
it risks being a white elephant. She noted the
government via MEMD was keen on setting
up such infrastructure and is conducting cost
benefit analyses about it. The other key areas
it is focusing on within the same breath are
enhancing institutional and policy frameworks
that aim at boosting human resources as
well as legal/regulatory capacities. These,
in her view, are fundamental building blocks
to any direction taken in channelling mineral
wealth to finance development.

9.3

Agnes Alaba from MEMD presenting on Uganda’s
Mineral Wealth prospects

Contribution of mining to local Economic
development - Lessons from kilembe mines

A

Eng. Alex Kwatampora sharing on Mineral
development experiences from Kilembe Mines

13

lex Kwatampora, a Senior Geologist and
Project Co-ordinator at Kilembe Mines
delivered a presentation on Mining and local
economic development drawing lessons from Kilembe
mines, a once copper and cobalt mining stronghold. He
mentioned the need for diversification by transforming
wealth from Mining to other economic activities in
local communities. He stated that although mining
has yielded a wide range of benefits to communities
such as that of Kilembe, it has overtime also negatively
impacted communities through creating divisions
between those who benefit from the mining and those
who don’t, changed social dynamics of the community
and created over-reliance on Mining as a sector. This
he mentioned has since left Kilembe a shadow of its
former self. He concluded by noting that the Mineral
sector in Uganda, if fully developed can contribute close
to 25% to Uganda’s GDP but basing on the Kilembe
Mines example sustainable development can only be
achieved if there is deliberate diversification of mineral
benefits which can create sustained improvement on
the general livelihoods of the local Communities and
people in the region.
Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa
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10.0

DOES THE REGIONAL POLICY AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE
MINERAL WEALTH DEVELOPMENT?

T

his session looked at what a sustainable mineral wealth development framework
looks like against the existing East Africa legal and policy framework (s) and other
mechanisms. It explored whether existing laws and policies were enough to propel
mineral wealth beneficiation and to ensure gender equity in sustainable mineral wealth
development.
Participants were asked to point out what, in their view, a sustainable mineral wealth
development framework would look like/entail. Among the many elements they offered
included emphasis on local content, skills and technical development, increasing national
shareholding in mineral development projects as well as benefit sharing at local level (for
instance, the Moroto model where district is shareholder in the extraction projects needs to be
adapted elsewhere), broader inclusivity of people in spite of their strengths and capabilities,
provision of capital support to ASM, clear mapping of mining economy that would entail
investment plans to establish post mining economies, strong emphasis on health, safety and
occupational rights as well as compliance with social and environmental safeguards.

10.1

Is the Law Enough to propel mineral wealth
beneficiation?

A

Hon. Wamakuyu Mudimi, Member of Parliament‘s Natural Resources Committee
sharing his thoughts on Uganda’ legislative regime on Mining

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa

s
revealed
by
Wamakuyu
Mudimi,
a
Member
of
Parliament’s Natural Resources
Committee, existing legislation
scarcely has any of the above
suggestions. As such, the new
law being developed presents a
lot of opportunity to incorporate
such people-centred provisions.
In particular, he wholesomely
agreed
there
must
be
incentives to Ugandan investors
if for nothing else to banish
the
presently
widespread
perception that the government
favours foreign investors over
its own nationals. He committed
himself to ensure that these
suggestions are added to the
mining bill once it is presented
to Parliament for processing
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10.2

How does the regional policy and legal
framework ensure gender and equity in
Sustainable Mineral Wealth development?

M

Ms. Catherine Nyaketcho from MEMD explaining Gender Aspects
in relation to regional policies and legal frameworks

11.0

s. Catherine Nyakecho from
MEMD noted that the proposed
new legislation also presents
another unique opportunity to develop
a stand-alone gender policy with MEMD
that would specifically address gender
concerns in the mining sector. A clearly
defined policy has the ability to properly
respond to the specific constraints that
limit women’s participation in the sector
where, in fact, involvement ought to be
expanded as widely as possible to cover
every possible person. Some of these
constraints include lack of access to
finance, imbalance in gender roles, poor
working conditions specific to women,
exposure to health complications from
mercury due to the nature of jobs/
work women are relegated to such as
washing, etc. According to Nyakecho,
informal discussions about such a
gender policy have begun with the aim
of bringing it up to MEMD’s priority
agenda, hopefully soonest.

ACTION PLANNING

I

n this session, participants were asked to discuss and articulate ideas different
stakeholders can commit to work on over the course of the coming year that will improve
the minerals sector. The ideas were to be drawn from key outstanding issues that had
emerged from the Convention’s deliberations, showing which activities and partnerships are
required to implement them. These ideas, activities and partnerships were generated by
three categories: miners, regulators and civil society.
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MINERS
Outstanding issues:
Fast track the mining bill.
Fast track formalisation and legalisation of ASM.
Institute clear gender policy in mining.
Improve mining
technologies

Key activities:
Increase transparency in the progress
of the bill
Advocate recognition of mining contribution to GDP

Partnerships:
Government agencies
NGO
Companies

Develop clear policy
against violence

Commitments:
Increase sensitisation of women about
their rights
Interpret and explain the mining bill
to others unable to
read English
Ensure bill/law is
clear on gender issues

Form strategic partnerships for capacity building (training,
skilling, awareness,
etc)

Co-fund some activities being organised

Mobilise, organise
and establish more
associations

Engage partners for
financial support
Continue to push
government for
more recognition

REGULATORS
Outstanding issues:
State of governance in the minerals
sector
Environmental
impact of mining
activities
Lack of geo-science
data

Key activities:
Fast tracking the
mining bill
Continuously engage partners on
law enforcement
especially around
licences
Encourage value
addition

Partnerships:
Central government
(Ministries, Departments and Agencies)
Development partners
Artisanal and smallscale miners
Business and microfinance sectors

Commitments:
Continuous sensitisation and awareness drives
Continuous emphasis on value addition
Step up environmental protection
through regular
inspections

CSOs
Outstanding issues:
Uneven balance
between mineral
wealth and national
development
·Slow progress of
mining bill
·Rights violations
and health and
safety issues within
mining

Activities:
Frequent mobilisation and sensitisation of everyone
Hold more consultative meetings over
the bill
Popularise EITI

Partnerships:
Central and Local
government
Mining companies
CSO
Development partners

Commitments:
Channel information
about mining activities
Advocate better
policies and conditions in mining sector

Localise African
Mining Vision

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa
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12.0

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I

n giving closing remarks,
Ms. Joy Akoli Atine, the
Programme Officer at
GRA, highlighted the fact
that each participant, and
indeed every citizen at large,
had a role to play in achieving
sustainable development of
the minerals sector because
of its linkages to overall
national development. As
such, none should leave the
task to another. Additionally,
deliberations such as the
Convention enables ought
to be followed with concrete
actions if they are to mean
anything. To that end, GRA in
collaboration with convening
partners will continue to
follow up on commitments
made,
to
strengthen
partnerships in the cause
for a better organised
and functioning minerals
sector and to demand
accountability from those
who bear responsibility to
provide it.
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Ms. Joy Akoli giving closing remarks at the
Citizens’ convention on Mining
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ANNEX: 1
PROGRAMME
TIME

ITEM

RESOURCE PERSONS

8:30 – 9:00
am

The history of CCM, its
achievements to date and objectives for 2020 gathering.

MS. Winfred Ngabiirwe

9:00 – 9:30
am

Accountability Hour:
Tracing progress since the
2019 CCM

Eng. Vincent Kedi
Ministry of Energy & Mineral Development
Mr. Bosco Bukya
Uganda Association of Artisanal &
Small Scale Miners (UGAASM)
ASP Angudia Baba Jacob
Police Minerals Protection Unit
Ms. Caroline Nakajubi
Action Aid Uganda
Xavier Ejoyi - Executive Director Action
Aid Uganda

9:30 – 9:45
am

Setting the Pace

9.45am-10am

Welcome remarks from the
Democratic Governance Facility
Official Opening Remarks

Ms. Nicole Bjerler
DGF

10:30 – 11:00
am

Key note address

Mr. Frank Mugyenyi
Chairperson, Minerals Africa Development Institute

11.00-11:20am

Response to the key note

Respondent
Dr. Fred Muhumuza
Makerere University

10:10 – 10:30
am

Hon. Sarah Opendi Achieng
Minister of State for Energy & Mineral
Development.

Rejoinder
Ms. Winfred Ngabiirwe- Global Rights
Alert
Mr. Onesmus Mugyenyi- ACODE
Hon. Sarah Opendi - Minister

Sustainable Development Of Mineral Wealth In East Africa
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11:20 – 11:40
am
11:40 – 1:00
pm

The Art of our mineral governance
Mineral Wealth and Development Financing
Understanding the contribution and cost of East Africa’s
Mineral wealth towards regional development
Tracing Uganda’s mineral
wealth prospects
Lessons from Kilembe Mines

1:00 pm –
2:00 pm
2:00 pm –
4:20 pm

Lunch break

Ms. Agnes Alaba,
Commissioner of Mines, Directorate of
Geological Survey and Mines
Alex Kwatampora
Kilembe Mines

Does the regional policy and
regulatory framework support
sustainable mineral wealth
development?

Is the Law Enough? The session will look at whether the
law is enough to propel mineral wealth beneficiation.

19

Claude Kabemba (PhD)
Executive Director, Southern Africa
Resource Watch

Hotel

This session will look at what
a sustainable mineral wealth
development framework looks
like against the existing East
Africa legal and policy framework (s) and other mechanisms

4:20 – 5:00
pm

Selected stakeholders

How does the regional policy
and legal framework ensure
gender and equity in Sustainable Mineral Wealth development?
Action Planning
In this session, participants will
discuss and articulate proposals and different stakeholders
make commitments that will
improve the governance of the
minerals sector.

Hon. Wamakuyu Mudimi,
Member of Parliament’s Natural Resources Committee
Ms. Catherine Nyakecho
Ministry of Energy & Mineral Development

Government MDAs
CSOs
Local Governments
Miners
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ANNEX 2:
PARTICIPANTS LIST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NAME
ARIELLA BARUGAHARE
ABIGABA JOB
ADOLA LIZ
ADUKA ASUMAN
AGNES AGABA
AGUTTU JOSEPHINE
ALIGUMA MOREEN

SEX
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE

ORGANISATION
GRA
SMART24 TV
WOMEN'S PROBONO INTITIATIVE
KAMPALA
MEMD
BUSIA UGAASM
KITYANDONGO

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

AMANYA DICKENS
ANDREW JJUNGO
ANDREW KUNDU
ANGELLA TUSIIME
ASHRAF KASIRYE
ASIIMWE JOHN
ASP AUNGANDIA JACOB
ATEDU FLORENCE

MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE

BAPENECO
AEMI
ALI
DGF
URN
BUHWEJU
PMPU
MARKERT UNION

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

BAGANZI MARTHA
BALUKA KASSIM
BEINOMUGISHA DEUS
BETTY ZZIWA
BIRUNGI CLEMENCIA
BRIDGETTE KYALIMPA
BRIDGETTE NINSIIMA
BUKYA JOHN BOSCO
BYANASABA ELIZABETH
CAROLYNE NAKAJUBI GIFT
CATHERINE NYAKECIP
CHEMUTAI SARAH
CHEYECH EVALINE
CHRISTINE KASEMIRE
DAINA TAREMWA
DAMBA DANIEL
DANIEL MWANJE
DANIEL TURIHIKA
DAVID SSEKAYOMBYA
DEO WASSWA

FEMALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE

ECO
MEMD
BUHWEJU UGAASM
MEDIA
BUHWEJU
GRA
NTV UGANDA
UGAASM
WOMEN IN MINING
ACTION AID UGANDA
MEMD
KWEEN
MASAM
DAIRY MONITOR
WATER GOVERNANCE INSTITUATE
WRI
UNCM
KAMPALA
BUKEDDE TV
CAPITAL FM
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36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
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DOMINIC PERERA
DRATERU PEACE
EKO EDWARD
ELVIS KASIIMA
EMANZI CHRIS
EMMA OKIROR
EMMANUEL KEITH KISAAMA
EMMANUEL KIBIRIGE
EMMANUEL MUGANZA
FRANK MUGYENYI
FRED MUHUMUZA
FREDERICK OKIRU
GAAKI KIGAMBO
GARD BENDA
HENRY NICKSON OGWAL
HENRY SSENJOGI
INNOCENT KAYIZA
IVAN AMANI
JACQUELINE MUKASA
JAMES MUHINDO
JANE NAMUBIRU
JANET AGABA
JENIPHER KYOBUTGI
JIMMY MUHANGI
JOSEPH NDYAMUHAKI
JOY AKOLI
JULIUS KIIZA
KAFUKO MOSES
KAJOBA SAADI
KALULE MUSA
KENNETH LUKWAGO
KIBUUKA FRANCIS AMOOTI
KINENE VINCENT
KISAKYE VANESSA
KIYENGO NATHAN
KULUME ELIZABETH
KWATAMPORA ALA
KYEYUNE SADAT
LIVIA KARUNGI
LOMONYAWG MARGRET
MAGARA SIRAGI

MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE

DGF
TIU
MOROTO
NTV UGANDA
GRA
PSFU
ACODE
MUMA
NAMAYINGO
MADI
MAKERERE UNIVERSITY
UCSD
RAPPORTEUR
WVU
ACTION AID UGANDA
NTV UGANDA
EYEWITNESS UGANDA
AFRICA ENDOWERMENT
CEPIL
CSCO
ACODE
ACTION AID
BOARD MEMBER GRA
GRA
NTV UGANDA
GRA
MAKERERE UNIVERSITY
NEMEA
MUMA
UCSA
RADIO ONE
MUBENDE DLG
MUBENDE DNRO
MADI
BUSIA
ACTION AID UGANDA
KASESE MC
P.O
SMART24 TV
M.S.G
CSBAG
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77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.

MARK KILAMA
MARTIN KITUBI
MARY NAKABUGO
MAX CHOUDRY
MAYIGA MUZAULA
MICHAEL WAMUNTU
MIKE MULUMYA
MONICA MUTESI
MOSES KYEYUNE
MUCHAINA ANDREW
MUDAKI WYCLIFF
MUGABI JUDE
MUGANZA RONALD
MUGERA JOSHUA HENKU
MUGUME KENNEDY
MUJJUKIRA XAVIER
MUKASA REBECCA
MULONGO GILBERT PAMBA
MUTABAAZI PHILLIP
MUTUUNZI SAUL
NANKOMA PHYLLIS
NANKYA NANYONGA
NEBERT RUGADYA
NGABIIRWE WINFRED
NICOLE BJERLER
NIXON SSEGANA
NSEREKO ROBERT
OLAR JAMES
OLIVE TWINOBUSINGYE
ONYANGO SAM
OPUKO MOSES
OTARO SAMUEL
OWOMUGISHA JOSHUA
OWORA GABRIEL
PATRICK BESIGYE KETHERA
PETER MUGUMA
PETER WANDERA
RAYMOND KYOBE
ROBERT B TUMWESIGYE
ROBINAH K. MANOBA
RONNIE OLANYA

MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
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NTV UGANDA
NEW VISION
DELTA TV
RADO
VISION GROUP
KASSANDA DLG
AEMI
CRED
DAILY MONITOR
MAKERERE UNIVERSITY
UBC/STAR TV
MEDIA
MUMA
STAR FM UBC
GRA
INNERMAN FM
IRCU
BUKANA
NTV UGANDA
JOY FM RADIO
MUMA UGAASM
NEW VISION
URN
GRA
DGF
SOFTPOWER NEWS
DGSM/MEMD
PLIGRIM
GRA
NAMAYINGO
BUSIA
MEMD
MEDIA
SALI MEDIA
KABALE DLG
TIU
NTV UGANDA
PWYP UGANDA
DGF
MEDIA
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118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
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ROSEMARY NAMPIJJA
RUKUNDO N. JOSHUA
SADAB KITATTA
SAMUEL OKULONY
SANDRA KAITARE
SARAH KAWALA
SHEILA AMPEIRE
SP KAKULU IAN
SSEMWOGERERE ALLAN
TALEMWA ALBERT
TINDYEBWA ISSAH
TUMUSIIME STEVEN
TUMWINE MOSES
VINCENT KEDI
WAMAKUYU MUDIMI IGNATIUS
WANDERA GEOFREY
XANIER EJOYI
ZABIBU NAMATOVU
ZIMULA GODFREY

FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
FEMALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE
MALE

NTV UGANDA
SOLIDARIDAD
THE OBSERVER
TIU
URA
NEMA
MOJCA
PMPU
AFIEGO
KICK U
KABALE
ABSTV
FOWODE
MEMD
PARLIAMENT

MALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE

BUSIA
AAIU
KASSANDA
MUBENDE
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